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ABSTRACT
Moose (Alces alces) are a species of management concern in New York State. In some New
England states, moose populations are known to be in decline due to mortality from parasitic
infection, thermal stress, nutritional deficiency, and moose-vehicle collisions. In contrast, the
status of the New York moose population has not been described satisfactorily; abundance has
increased since the species’ recolonization in 1980, but indices of abundance such as moose-
vehicle collisions and public sightings do not reflect the growth of other northeastern U.S.
states. In 2015, The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation initiated the
project described herein to examine aspects of this population of moose, most notably the size
of the population. This thesis offers (a) an advancement of spatial capture-recapture (SCR)
methodology to quantify the abundance of rare species through the integration of adaptive
sampling principles, and (b) an alternative solution to SCR that estimates population size
from scat collections made by detection dogs, without knowledge of individual identity.
Rare species present challenges to data collection, particularly when the species is spatially
clustered over large areas, such that the encounter frequency of the organism is low. Sampling
where the organism is absent consumes resources, and offers relatively low-quality information
which are often difficult to model using standard statistical methods. In adaptive sampling,
a probabilistic sampling method is employed first, and additional effort is allocated in the
vicinity of sites where some measured index variable - assumed to be proportional to local
population size - exceeds an a priori threshold. We applied this principle to the spatial
capture-recapture (SCR) analytical framework in a Bayesian hierarchical model incorporating
capture-recapture (CR) and index information from unsampled sites to estimate density.
We assessed the adaptively sampled SCR model (AS-SCR) by simulating CR data and
compared performance with a standard SCR baseline (F-SCR), adaptive SCR discarding
index information (AS-SCR–), and standard SCR applied at a simple random sample of
sites. Under AS-SCR, we observed minimal bias and comparable variance with respect to
parameter estimates provided by the standard F-SCR model and sampling implementation,
but with substantially reduced effort and significant cost saving potential. This represents
the first application of adaptive sampling to SCR, and a useful framework for estimating
abundance of low-density species.
Obtaining data on individual identification is often expensive to collect, and in the case of
genetic identity, sometimes too sparse to perform capture-recapture analysis. We developed
a methodology to estimate abundance using detection dog searches along transects for scat
without the requirement of individual identity. This method estimates daily accumulation
rate of scats during the survey separate from pre-existing scats, accounting for imperfect
detection, and accommodates spatial covariates. Daily accumulation rate can be transformed
to an estimate of population size using per-capita defecation rate. We applied the method to
data collected from a moose scat survey in New York in 2016. We estimated approximately
549 (368 - 850, 95% CI) moose in the Adirondacks under the best-performing model. The
method developed is an effective survey method for estimating ungulate abundance from
observations of scat and does not require individual identification.
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Chapter 1
Adaptive sampling for spatial capture-recapture: An
efficient sampling scheme for rare or patchily
distributed species
Introduction
Knowledge of species abundance is a critical component of wildlife conservation and manage-
ment (Williams, Nichols, and Conroy 2002), and monitoring this state variable is especially
important when managing rare or endangered species. Rarity may emerge from secretive
behaviors, small population sizes, or spatial clustering over large areas, such that encounters
of the animal or evidence of its activity are infrequent relative to its probability of detection.
Rarity poses many challenges in the estimation of abundance (W. Thompson 2013), including
those related to inefficiencies in sampling. Small, highly clustered populations are difficult
to sample, and may be costly when the organism of interest is absent from the majority of
survey sites. Absence data are informative in analytical frameworks acknowledging imperfect
detection such as capture-mark-recapture or occupancy frameworks. However, a dataset with
a relatively large number of “zeroes” that arise from sampling in an area where the species is
not present is costly because resources are spent gathering relatively poor information, and
in addition it results in over-dispersed data that may not conform to standard statistical
distributions, inhibiting inference (Barry and Welsh 2002; Martin et al. 2005). Notwith-
standing an unbiased estimate, precision will be low in such situations, highlighting the
importance of efficient sampling and analytical methods. Nevertheless, rare species represent
an important concern for wildlife managers, usually because low population size implies
a threat of extirpation or extinction, and rarity imparts a lack of critical information for
management decisions.
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Efficient sampling schemes for rare or patchily distributed species have been recently gaining
in attention (W. Thompson 2013), but the problem has long been a focus of statistical ecology.
Statistical treatments of the problem have been suggested through the use of zero-inflated
Poisson or negative-binomial models (A. Welsh et al. 1996; Barry and Welsh 2002; Martin
et al. 2005), wherein the abundance data are governed by a different distribution than the
absence data, but others indicate that the separate modeling of absence data and abundance
data implemented by the zero-inflated models has limited sensibility in terms of ecological
or biological meaning (Kéry and Royle 2015). Alternatively, improvements to sampling
design can attempt to address these difficulties. Stratified sampling can reduce variance in
abundance estimates if the population can be partitioned by some well-defined homogeneous
features; for example, if the organism is known to be strongly associated with a particular
habitat type, estimator performance may be improved by allocating sampling proportionally
to homogeneous habitat classes. Cluster or multistage sampling, and adaptive sampling
take advantage of natural clustering of populations in order to improve inferences (S. K.
Thompson 1990; Morrison et al. 2001; W. Thompson 2013).
Adaptive sampling strategies are a promising method for sampling small, clustered populations.
Employing simple random sampling to estimate abundance of rare populations will result
in zero-inflated data and estimators with poor precision (Salehi and Seber 1997). Often,
the spatial structure of the population is not known or difficult to predict prior to surveys,
making standard methods of stratification difficult to employ - adaptive sampling procedures
operate only upon observed data and thus can be more effective than simple random or
stratified sampling in these situations (S. K. Thompson 1990; Turk and Borkowski 2005).
These methods result in preferential sampling in areas of higher animal abundance, and this
framework can provide greater precision than simple random sampling among small, highly
clustered populations (S. K. Thompson 1990; Salehi and Seber 1997; Brown 2003; Rapley
and Welshy 2008; Smith et al. 2012). Certainly, preferential sampling – where the location of
data collection is dependent upon the variable of interest – if unaccounted for can introduce
bias into predictions made by the analysis. This has been examined generally by Diggle et al.
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(2010) and Pati et al. (2011), and recently incorporated into the ecological literature by Conn
et al. (2017). Adaptive strategies are formulated to account for non-random sampling, either
by using design-unbiased estimators under strict sampling protocols (Brown et al. 2013),
or by modeling the selection of data locations jointly with the variable of interest (Conn,
Thorson, and Johnson 2017).
The original design-based adaptive cluster sampling (S. K. Thompson 1990) begins by
implementing an initial random sample of sites to survey - termed the primary sample. A
critical threshold value of the state variable of interest is selected and secondary sampling
sites are generated (or “triggered”) around each initial site wherever the threshold is met.
Sampling resumes at each of these secondary sites, and additional sites can be triggered in
turn if the threshold is met at these secondary sites. The chief advantage of this method is
a distribution of effort that is a result of the spatial structure of the population. However,
there exist drawbacks such as the randomness of the final sample size that make logistical
constraints difficult to meet (Turk and Borkowski 2005), although there are methods that
address this limitation (Christman and Lan 2001; Salehi and Seber 2002). There have been
numerous contributions to variations of adaptive sampling allowing for flexible study design
and inference under design-based estimators (Brown et al. 2013).
Recently, methods for studying patchily distributed populations have begun incorporating
adaptive sampling principles into model-based sampling frameworks. A notable departure
from the design-based adaptive sampling is the flexibility in modeling the primary sample.
During the primary sample, an index variable is measured that is modeled to be conditional
upon the state variable. Provided that the relationship between the index and state variables
is satisfied, any valid statistical model may be used, including the ordinary case when the
index variable is equivalent to the state variable. Selection of a threshold for adaptive
sampling is based upon this index variable measured during the primary sampling occasion.
For example, Pacifici et al. (2016; 2012) were concerned with enhancing occupancy model
performance, and thus used occupancy models in the primary and secondary sampling
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occasions, selecting a threshold based upon detections out of K visits exceeding some a priori
number. Conroy et al. (2008) used occupancy models in the primary sampling occasion,
also selecting the threshold based upon detections exceeding some a priori number, and
implemented capture-mark-recapture methodology in secondary sampling for estimation of
vole abundance. Pacifici et al. (2016) made additional contributions to model-based adaptive
sampling methodology by incorporating a spatially-explicit occupancy model along with the
adaptive procedures, demonstrating a marked improvement in confidence interval coverage,
particularly when sample sizes were sufficiently large to reliably estimate spatial covariance
parameters.
Adaptive sampling is especially advantageous when the sampling protocol is time consuming
or expensive regardless of whether or not individuals are detected. For example, in the use of
technologies such as camera trapping or noninvasive genetic sampling, establishing sampling
arrays or deploying highly trained dog teams to survey sample units is extremely costly, and
this cost is incurred even if a sample size of 0 is obtained. As such, it is advantageous to
integrate some sort of adaptive sampling strategy in such studies.
The combination of spatial capture-recapture and adaptive sampling is motivated by an effort
to estimate the current population of moose (Alces alces) in the Adirondacks of northern
New York, an area of approximately 24,000 km2. The moose population in this region is not
growing according to management expectation, and the population was estimated at just
500-800 moose in the Adirondack park during 2010 (Wattles and DeStefano 2011). Spatial
capture-recapture is an advantageous method to use for sampling moose in New York because
it performs well with low-density, vagile species, and when coupled with non-invasive genetic
identification of individuals from scat or hair, physically capturing individuals is unnecessary.
A recent pilot study demonstrated the viability of using detection dogs to locate fecal pellets
of moose in the Adirondack region (Kretser et al. 2016). A subsequent large-scale sampling
effort was initiated across the Adirondacks of New York using random cluster sampling and
detection of scat using trained dogs. Of 91 sites visited, 60 did not result in detection of
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moose scat throughout the sampling period; this was costly with respect to time, effort, and
money. The geographic rarity of moose in this system warrants the evaluation of adaptive
sampling as a method to enhance cost-efficiency and sample sizes, and improve statistical
certainty in parameter estimates relevant to estimating the population size of moose.
In this paper, we develop an estimator of population density for spatial capture-recapture
models under an adaptive sampling scheme in which the first stage of sampling produces an
index to local population size and allows more intensive sampling to be triggered based on
the observed index value. We investigate the performance of an adaptively sampled spatial
capture-recapture model. We validate the model’s performance against a simulated population
subjected to five sampling schemes, comparing the adaptive method to the ordinary SCR
method when adaptive sampling is triggered by an index variable which is a function of
site-specific abundance. We evaluate the performance of the adaptive sampling scheme by
comparing it to an estimator based on conventional (non-adaptive) sampling based on a
similar total sampling effort as well as estimators which ignore the index variable altogether.
We also discuss the cost gains achieved by implementing an adaptive sampling framework
and also potential application scenarios for which it might be useful.
We hypothesize that SCR implementation across all sites with index information will be
unbiased with the smallest variance. Adaptively sampled SCR with index information is
expected to be unbiased with greater variance than a full implementation of SCR at all sites,
and the adaptively sampled SCR ignoring the index data (which results in biased sampling)
is expected to be greatly biased. Under our expectations, we anticipate that the proposed
method will be most useful in situations with highly patchy population distributions.
Materials and methods
Spatial capture-recapture
Spatial capture-recapture extends ordinary capture-recapture models by formally integrating
spatial information inherent in animal sampling data into the probability functions describing
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the detection process. Specifically, in its simplest form it makes the assumption that animal
home ranges are distributed uniformly over the landscape and that detection of an individual
is a function of distance from the home range centroid to the detector (Efford 2004). We
describe the concepts of ordinary SCR, and then extend it to incorporate a model for the
adaptive method.
Data and sampling schemes
We simulate g ∈ {1, 2, ..., G} distinct populations or groups, each potentially sampled by a
single transect (Figure 1.1); in so doing, referencing site or group is equivalent since the site
samples one and only one population g. The transect is discretized into j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}
segments represented by the set of coordinates x at which animal encounters may occur. The
variable Ng denotes the group-specific population size, and the total population is N =
∑G
g Ng.
Any individual can belong to one and only one group, indexed for each individual by the
vector γi ∈ g, having length N .
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Figure 1.1: Independent animal populations are each sampled by a transect (solid line); 9 realizations
of the simulation are displayed here. Animal activity centers (open circles) are distributed uniformly
within the state space of each population. The population is simulated as a homogeneous Poisson
point process with intensity equal to 2.
For any particular group g, let yijk denote a spatially-explicit encounter observation for
individual i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Ng} at trap or transect portion j during sampling occasion k ∈
{1, 2, ..., K}. Accordingly, yg denotes the matrix of encounter observations for each individual
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encounter at each traps within group g, also called the “encounter histories”. The group-
specific structure is adopted from Royle and Converse (2014) and it assumes that each group
population Ng is mutually independent of one another. This is applicable in practice when
trap arrays are spaced sufficiently far relative to the home range of the organism, and the
sampling period is sufficiently short such that individuals do not occur in more than one
group.
We propose a two-phase adaptive sampling spatial capture-recapture (AS-SCR) scheme; in
the primary sampling phase, each of the G sites are sampled by some efficient method which
produces an observation τg which we assume is an index of local population size Ng. The
index could be a count obtained, for example, by road crossings of tracks of the species
of interest, or counts of scat or other sign along roads or transects. The secondary phase
samples a subset of size R of the G sites using a method that can produce individual animal
encounters, with R ≤ G. The selection of this subset of sites is contingent upon whether
the index τg exceeds some prescribed threshold T : where τg > T , the site g is sampled by
capture-recapture to obtain individual animal encounters, and where τg ≤ T , only the index
observations are retained; the capture-recapture sampling is not implemented.
Statistical models
SCR sites
At sites where τ > T , SCR is implemented, and we estimate the population size Nscr as the
sum of Ng among these sites,
Nscr =
R∑
g:τg>T
Ng
incorporating standard SCR techniques into the procedure. The point process model, detection
model, and encounter model are described hereafter.
Point process model
A key element of all SCR models is the introduction of a latent point process model which
describes the distribution of individual home range centers or activity centers in the vicinity
of the sampling array. We define Sg to be the two-dimensional state-space of the activity
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centers si of all individuals i ∈ 1, . . . , Ng within group g. We assume that the distribution of
all si conditional on individual group membership γi = g is
[si|γi = g] ∼ Uniform(Sg)
γi ∼ Categorical(Θ)
Where Θ is a vector of group-specific inclusion probabilities of length G. We use the notation
[Y |X] to denote the probability mass function of a random variable Y conditional on X.
This formulation is consistent with a Poisson point process, which may be extended using a
linear combination of covariates representing attributes of the landscape. We operate under
the assumption that the state space area is constant across all g. Additionally, take Sg to
mean the set of individual activity center coordinates for all γi = g.
The latent variable Ng is well-defined for any explicit specification of the state-space Sg.
Because all G populations are independent, each population has its own defined state space
which is chosen to be a planar region containing each sampling array. The state space Sg of the
latent activity center locations s should comprise the set of all possible coordinates that could
have produced the data; however, integrating over an infinite array is not computationally
practical, so the extent of the state-space is chosen large enough such that individuals with
activity centers at the edge of the state space have a negligible probability of encounter,
ensuring as near as possible that the expected frequency of encounter outside of the state
space is 0 (J. A. Royle et al. 2014, 131–33).
Detection model
The second key element of SCR models is the specification of a model for encounter probability
of an individual with activity center si near each trap or sampled unit. Most SCR models
posit that the encounter probability p in a trap or transect portion j with known coordinate
xj is a function of distance between the individual’s activity center si and the device. Sensible
models for pij are monotonically decreasing whereby the value of pij decreases with increasing
distance between si and xj. In our simulation study we use one of the most commonly used
encounter probability models, based on the kernel of a Gaussian probability density function:
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pij = p0 exp
(
− 12σ2 ||xj − si||
2
)
(1.1)
The term p0 denotes the baseline encounter probability when ||xj − si|| = 0, and σ is a
spatial scale parameter which relates probability of encounter of an individual in a trap to
the distance between the trap j and si. This model serves to describe the probability of
detection, which is one part of the encounter observation model described hereafter.
Encounter observation model
Under a known-N scenario, the distribution of the encounter history data yg is the product
of Ng × Jg binomial probability mass functions:
[y1, ...,yNg |Sg, σ, p0] ∼
Ng∏
i=1
Jg∏
j=1
Binomial(K, pij|Sg)
where Jg represents the number of discrete transect portions within group g, and pij is as it
is defined in Equation 1.1.
At the time of the survey, Ng and thus Nscr are unknown, so we modify the structure of
the model using the method of parameter-expanded data augmentation (J. A. Royle and
Dorazio 2012). A super-population M is defined where M  Nscr and M ⊃ Nscr, and a
new parameter ψ is included which describes the proportion of M that are part of the real
population exposed to sampling. That is,
Nscr ∼ Binomial(M,ψ)
ψ ∼ Uniform(0, 1)
When the distribution for [Nscr|ψ] is integrated over the prior for ψ, this is equivalent to
establishing a marginal prior for the random variable Nscr under a Bayesian mode of inference
where Nscr ∼ Uniform(0,M). The formulation with the additional parameter ψ allows a
more convenient representation of the encounter observation model through a zero-inflated
binomial model. Ignoring group structure temporarily, the modified observation model is as
follows:
yij ∼ Binomial(K, zi ∗ pij)
zi ∼ Bernoulli(ψ)
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for i ∈ {1, 2, ...,M} potential individuals. If the quantity n represents the number of observed
individuals, this implies that an additional M − n all-zero encounter histories are added to
the observation record with the goal of estimating what proportion of these M −n individuals
are nonexistant or “structural zeros”, and which are true unobserved individuals or “sampling
zeros”. The term zi denotes the inclusion index for each individual i, with zi = 0 for structural
zeros and zi = 1 for sampling zeros. The super-population of M individuals serves as
candidates to be included (z = 1) in the population by the MCMC algorithm.
The likelihood for the individual observations is then
L(yij|si, σ, p0, zi, ψ) =
(
K
yij
)
zi (pyijij ) (1− zipij)(K−yij)
Group membership and population model
To generalize this encounter model to a stratified population with R strata or groups, we
represent an individual’s group membership as the variable γi such that γi ∼ Categorical(Θ).
The term Θ is a vector of all group-specific probabilities θg ∈ {θ1, θ2, ..., θR}. Definition of
the vector Θ is induced by the following population model:
[N1, N2, ..., NR|Nscr] ∼ Multinomial(Nscr, θ1, θ2, ..., θR)
where θg = λg/
∑
g λg. This is equivalent to the Poisson model for group-specific population
sizes when conditioned on the total (among all groups) population size where the Poisson
mean is
λg = E(Ng) =
Nscr
R
, (1.2)
or the expected number of individuals within any group g.
To implement the data augmentation procedure, the n observed individuals are assigned to
the group in which they were observed, and the M − n unobserved individuals are assigned
to groups according to the group-specific probabilities in Θ, resulting in an augmented
group-specific population size Mg where Mg > Ng. Group-specific population size Ng does
not appear explicitly in the likelihood; instead it is a derived parameter obtained by summing
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the values for zi for those individuals within group g such that
N̂scr =
R∑
g:τg>T
Nˆg =
R∑
g:τg>T
Mg∑
i
zi I(γi = g)
Where I is the indicator function evaluating to 1 if γi = g and 0 otherwise. We emphasize
once again that the sites considered here are only those where τ exceeds the threshold T .
Index observation model
For the model of index observations, the key assumption is that τg must be conditional on Ng
in some fashion. In general, there is no explicit linkage of the index data τg to Ng of the SCR
state-space. However, if the sample transect is the same between the primary and secondary
sample, then in fact we can regard the index count as a thinning of the total encounter
frequency of the SCR study. Other situations may yield satisfactory interpretations of the
index; for example if the index sample is based on a transect randomly oriented through the
state-space or more practically oriented in a way without first inspecting the state-space so
as to avoid favorable or unfavorable portions of the state-space.
A sensible model for the index observations where τ > T (indeed, the classical “index
assumption”) is consistent with the following model:
τg ∼ Poisson(Ng ∗ c)
c = exp(βτ )
(1.3)
where c is some scalar adjustment parameter, and βτ is the underlying coefficient to be
estimated. One might interpret the index variable as a thinning of the total encounter
frequency of the SCR study, and the thinning rate is thus absorbed into c. In this manner,
Nˆg derived from the encounter observation model is used to inform the estimation of βˆτ .
Non-SCR sites
Notably, where τ ≤ T the second SCR sampling phase is not implemented, and so there are
no encounter observations yielding information about Ng at those sites; a distinct model must
be used to estimate Ng. The model for these sites relies on the propagation of information
about Ng from the expected population size λg as well as from the index observations with
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the following relationship:
τg ∼ Poisson(Ng ∗ c)
Ng ∼ Poisson(λg)
c = exp(βτ )
λg = exp(β0)
The expected population size is indirectly informed from the encounter observation model
through θg, which is in turn informed by the observed individual group membership γi. Other
natural index models are possible, which we discuss later in the discussion.
For the total population size at all G−R of the sub-threshold sites, we indicate:
Nindex =
G−R∑
g:τ≤T
Ng
and the total number of individuals estimated at all G sites is:
N̂total = N̂scr + N̂index
Joint distribution of the data
The joint distribution of the index data and the SCR data is represented by the following:
G−R∏
g:τg≤T
[τg|λg, c]×
R∏
g:τg>T
[τg|Ng, c]× [yg|Sg, σ, p0, z][z|ψ] (1.4)
The distribution of the index data at the sub-threshold sites appear as the left term, and the
distribution of the index data and the encounter data appear as the right term.
For sampling schemes ignoring the index observations, the terms containing τg are removed
from the joint distribution, and what remains is the typical observation model for group-
specific SCR: ∏
g
[yg|Sg, σ, p0, z][z|ψ]
Prior distributions
We have established one prior distribution previously – that of [s|γi = g], being assumed to
be uniform over the state space of Sg. Here, we establish prior distributions for the remaining
variables.
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The baseline detection probability parameter has prior distribution p0 ∼ Uniform(0, 1)
(assuming geographic coordinates are scaled to units of km).
The spatial scale parameter has prior distribution σ ∼ Uniform(0, 10).
The data augmentation parameter has prior distribution ψ ∼ Uniform(0, 1).
The mean group-specific population size has prior distribution λg = exp(β0) and β0 ∼
Normal(0, 0.01).
The scalar multiplier has prior distribution c = exp(βτ ) and βτ ∼ Normal(0, 0.01).
Joint posterior distribution
The joint posterior distribution of the model parameters conditional on the observed encounter
history data and index data is the product of the joint distribution for the data, and the
prior distributions:
G−R∏
g:τg≤T
[τg|λg, c]×
R∏
g:τg>T
[τg|Ng, c]× [yg|Sg, σ, p0, z][z|ψ]×
G∏
g
[Sg][σ][p0][ψ][c][λg]
For the cases where adaptive sampling is not done, so that we only have SCR encounter
history data, the terms including τ are removed, leaving the posterior distribution for a basic
SCR model:
G∏
[yg|Sg, σ, p0, z][z|ψ]×
G∏
[Sg][σ][p0][ψ]
Simulation study
Design
We evaluate the situation where λg = 2 for all g, specified by the relationship in Eq.(1.2).
This parameterization appears reasonable to the authors for studies of animals that occur at
relatively low densities. We use the threshold value T = 4, and we simulate the index values
τg according to the relationship in Eq.(1.3), where Ng is the result of the simulated group
population size, and c = 3. For each simulation we generated G = 100 populations sampled
on K = 3 occasions with a single rectangular transect represented as point detectors spaced
at 0.1 unit intervals along its length (Figure 1.1). A total of 1000 simulations were generated
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with these parameter settings.
For added generality, the reader may use a gamma-Poisson mixture to model populations
more dispersed than the Poisson scenario – the description of this model formulation can
be read in Royle et al. (2012). The code used for generating the data, simulating capture
histories, and analysis under the following model configurations are available for replication
(Wong, Fuller, and Royle 2018).
Model configurations
Five model analyses are used to evaluate three sampling schemes (AS-SCR, F-SCR, and
SRS-SCR, defined below) that either consider or ignore the index measurements obtained
in the primary sampling phase (Figure 1.2). We evaluate the sampling schemes of AS-SCR
considering (AS-SCR+) and ignoring (AS-SCR–) index observations, F-SCR considering (F-
SCR+) and ignoring (F-SCR–) index observations, and SRS-SCR without index observations
(SRS-SCR–).
AS-SCR+ is the proposed adaptive sampling procedure that we test for bias and precision.
We expect to observe unbiased parameters estimates, particularly estimated population size.
AS-SCR– represents an preferential sampling situation and we expect it should be positively
biased for density, because it samples only high-density areas without integrating information
obtained from indices that fall below the index threshold.
F-SCR+ is the ideal and most costly sampling procedure, incorporating SCR and index
observations at every site, and it represents the most accurate and precise baseline to which
we compare AS-SCR+.
F-SCR– represents a standard SCR procedure implemented at all sites without the index
data, which we expect will resemble F-SCR+ with a slight loss in precision. This is an
ordinary application of SCR against which we test our new procedure.
SRS-SCR– represents application of standard SCR at a simple random sample of sites equal
to the corresponding number of sites sampled by AS-SCR. It makes no use of index data. This
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Simulated 
populations
Simulated 
capture & 
index data
Full SCR SRS SCR
Standard SCR analysis
Adaptive SCR analysis
AS-SCR(+) AS-SCR(-)
R sites
R sitesG ≫ R sites
R sites
Figure 1.2: Four combinations of analytical and sampling methods are tested against simulated data.
Two standard SCR analyses are performed on the full set of G sites, and also a subset of R randomly
selected sites. Two adaptive SCR analyses are performed on R sites with the index exceeding a
threshold τ . The plus and minus designations indicate whether index data is incorporated into the
estimation procedure, or not, respectively.
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comparison is important to include because it is a sampling method which a cost-restrained
survey could adopt having little initial information regarding the local population. We expect
this will be unbiased, but also that it will have the poorest precision in comparison to the
other models in the set due to the relatively sparse information it gathers.
For each analytical procedure, we calculated relative bias, mean squared error (MSE), and
95% coverage for the parameter estimates. We transformed estimates of abundance into
density to make them comparable across all models and sampling procedures. We report
these summary statistics for estimates of density Dˆ, scale parameter σˆ, and baseline detection
probability p̂0, the three main parameters of interest in SCR.
Relative bias was calculated as:
RBIAS =
1
n
∑n
i=1 θˆi − θi
θi
Where θˆi is the posterior estimate for parameter θ at simulation i with true value θi.
MSE was calculated as:
MSE = 1
n
n∑
i=1
(
θˆi − θi
)2
For reporting coverage, we estimated standard error using the Monte Carlo standard error
estimator, used to construct Bayesian 95% credible intervals.
σˆmc =
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
i=1
(
θˆi − µˆ
)2
Where, µˆ is the sample mean of all posterior estimates for parameter θ such that µˆ = E(θ),
assuming the stationary distribution is achieved at all simulations.
Bayesian analysis
We evaluate these models numerically with the JAGS software implemented in R with the
package “jagsUI”. Ten-thousand MCMC iterations were performed for each model analysis
with burn-in ranging from 500-1000 iterations. The software sampler was allowed to adapt
under default settings.
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Results
As anticipated, percent bias and MSE are positive and high for the preferential sampling
procedure that disregards the index data (AS-SCR–), with abundance overpredicted by
approximately 46% on average (Table 1.1). Additionally, coverage is very low, with the 95%
credible intervals for Dˆ intersecting the true value 2.1% of the time (Table 1.2). Values of σˆ
and pˆ0 are unaffected by the omission of index information.
Table 1.1: Relative Bias for Parameter Estimates
Model Dˆ σˆ pˆ0
AS-SCR+ -0.0198 0.0284 0.0056
AS-SCR- 0.4586 0.0045 -0.0021
F-SCR+ 0.0025 0.0091 -0.0003
F-SCR- 0.0128 0.0045 -0.0008
SRS-SCR 0.0183 0.0077 0.0023
Table 1.2: Coverage for Parameter Estimates over 95% credible interval
Model Dˆ σˆ pˆ0
AS-SCR+ 0.8880 0.9340 0.9480
AS-SCR- 0.0210 0.9540 0.9580
F-SCR+ 0.9189 0.9595 0.9505
F-SCR- 0.9560 0.9500 0.9580
SRS-SCR 0.9030 0.9570 0.9500
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Table 1.3: Mean Squared Error for Parameter Estimates
Model Dˆ σˆ pˆ0
AS-SCR+ 0.00003 0.00706 0.00014
AS-SCR- 0.00111 0.00928 0.00013
F-SCR+ 0.00002 0.00482 0.00010
F-SCR- 0.00005 0.00721 0.00010
SRS-SCR 0.00011 0.01280 0.00020
Table 1.4: Posterior Standard Deviation for Parameter Estimates
Model Dˆ σˆ pˆ0
AS-SCR+ 0.0036 0.0560 0.0083
AS-SCR- 0.0093 0.0672 0.0082
F-SCR+ 0.0032 0.0491 0.0073
F-SCR- 0.0050 0.0598 0.0073
SRS-SCR 0.0068 0.0806 0.0100
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Figure 1.3: Graphical comparison of model performance. We show the distribution of relative bias
in the density estimates for each model. The solid horizontal lines represent the median relative
bias, the boxes represent the interquartile range, and outliers are represented by transparent dots.
In comparison, our new adaptive sampling method (AS-SCR+) has low bias and MSE (Table
1.3; Figure 1.3); bias is within 2% of the true density value, and coverage is high, with the
true value included within the 95% credible interval approximately 89% of the time (Table
1.2).
The results for the baseline comparisons (F-SCR+; F-SCR–; SRS-SCR–) are unsurprising;
their estimates for all parameters are unbiased and have very high coverage. Notably, the
bias, MSE, and coverage for Dˆ are nearly equal between AS-SCR+ and SRS-SCR–, but
the standard deviation in the estimate under AS-SCR+ is nearly half that under SRS-SCR–
(Table 1.4). As F-SCR+ is the most information-rich, it is unsurprising that its bias, MSE,
and estimate standard deviations are the smallest.
Under the Poisson random population simulation setting, the adaptive procedure sampled
one-half of the total number of sites compared to the full treatment with virtually no loss
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in estimation accuracy or precision. The AS-SCR+ estimator also estimated density with a
higher precision than the equal-sized SRS-SCR application.
Discussion
Discussion overview
We present an adaptive sampling approach to spatial capture-recapture sampling that can be
used to increase sample sizes for a nominal cost or reduce the cost in obtaining a target sample
size, as compared to a simple-random-sample application. This application is especially
relevant for low-density, patchily distributed species, which typically present significant
logistical and statistical challenges.
The adaptive method distributes sampling effort in accordance to the spatial structure of
the population, ideally minimizing sampling in areas of low population density. Pacifici et al.
(2016) demonstrate that incorporating a spatially-explicit model for the variable of interest
enhances parameter estimation, either by spatial process models or by spatial random effects
(also explored by Johnson et al. (2013)). The incorporation of spatial capture-recapture
with adaptive sampling may be preferable to a non-spatial model. The formulation of spatial
capture-recapture in this simulation study used a homogeneous Poisson point process to
represent the animal activity centers, but it could be easily extended to incorporate an
inhomogeneous Poisson point process in which the assumption of uniform density is relieved,
potentially allowing for more refined prediction of abundance to unsampled areas (J. A. Royle
et al. 2014).
Our results suggest that adaptive SCR is equally effective as a full treatment of SCR under a
Poisson randomly distributed population. While we did not perform a formal cost analysis,
it is easy to consider the potential cost-savings of reducing the number of distinct sites to
visit. In the motivating context, the daily cost incurred by scat detection dog surveys was
approximately $1000 USD daily in 2016, whether or not moose were present on the transect.
Transects with no scats composed approximately 2/3 of all the transects visited, and 91%
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of these remained without scat throughout the sample period. At maximum efficiency four
sites could be visited per day, making the per-site cost at least $250; with 40 unoccupied
sites, the cost of allocating effort to these sites was at least $10,000, or 10% of the summer’s
expenditures. Under an ordinary SCR survey, equal cost and effort is spent at unoccupied
sites as occupied sites, reducing efficiency when unoccupied sites compose the majority of
sites visited. After implementing the adaptive SCR procedure in 2017, we observed a four-fold
increase in moose fecal sample collection with no additional effort, indicating the substantial
benefits in applying the method in cases where the organism of interest is sparse on the
landscape.
Previous studies of design-based adaptive cluster sampling methods are known to be sensitive
to the choice of adaptive threshold (Turk and Borkowski 2005; Brown 2003). The selection
of the threshold value directly affects the resulting within- and between-network variances,
and due diligence is required to maximize efficiency of the adaptive procedure over a simple-
random-sample implementation. A similar application of adaptive sampling to model-based
sampling frameworks by Conroy et al. (2008) indicates relative insensitivity of abundance
estimates to a range of threshold values. However, the flexible structure of our framework
precludes a general suggestion; selection of a proper index value is best informed by pilot
surveys and simulation under the most applicable index model for the study system evaluated
on a case-by-case basis.
The specific type of index should be carefully selected such that there is some quantifiable
relationship between the index and local population density. For example, in the motivating
context, the index variable was the number of scat piles encountered on the first visit to the
site. Selection of a poor index measure will not bias the spatial capture-recapture parameter
estimates, but sampling conditional upon this index measure – if truly uncorrelated with the
population – will likely result in a sampling procedure resembling a simple random sample
without an a priori defined number of sites visited.
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Extension of results
The adaptive SCR model can accept many varieties of index model. We considered our model
suitable to describe fecal deposition as a function of population size. Alternative models can
vary to accommodate the study system. For instance, one may wish to formulate the model
conditional on detection/non-detection of an animal:
xi ∼ Bernoulli(1− (1− r)Ni)
Where, xi is the detection of a species at site i, r is an individual detection rate, and Ni is
the local population size. One might also wish to integrate occupancy as the index model as
done in Conroy et al. (2008) or Pacifici et al. (2016) and select a threshold of the occupancy
estimate or raw initial count to trigger adaptive SCR.
Theoretically, the index model could also be based upon citizen science data, increasing the
applicability of this model at wide spatial extents and further reducing the cost burden on
researchers. For example in New York, occupancy of moose was estimated using reported
observations from hunters (Crum et al. 2017), and could be augmented through the use
of citizen science apps such as iSeeMammals (Sun et al. iseemammals.org) which collects
presence/absence observations of mammals from hikers and camera stations. The adaptive
site selection could proceed by selecting a threshold of estimated occupancy across the survey
area, reducing the burden of index data collection to the researchers. The potential for
sampling or detection bias in citizen science is recognized (Kéry et al. 2010), so we expect
that some collection of index data would still be required from the researchers to minimize
this bias, but further research in this area is warranted.
Application of AS-SCR may be particularly useful when covariates affecting density are
weakly correlated or unknown, permitting efficient investigation of novel study systems since
the resulting distribution of sampling effort is conditional upon observed data. Alternatively,
if covariates are known that are strongly correlated with density, it may be possible to
condition the index model on these, eliminating the need to conduct a preliminary index
survey. This possibility also warrants further testing.
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Spatial capture-recapture has been demonstrated to be more effective than non-spatial
methods in estimating density of rare and elusive organisms, such as large carnivores, than
non-spatial methods (Kéry et al. 2011; Sollmann et al. 2013; Blanc et al. 2013). However,
data requirements for spatial capture-recapture are larger than ordinary capture-recapture
methods owing to the additional parameters to estimate, so there is a larger trade-off between
sampling intensity and the spatial extent that may be surveyed. This problem is exacerbated
by low-density populations, where data richness is not even across the survey area. The
adaptive method actively achieves focused sampling intensity at sites with greater data
richness, allowing for greater potential precision than a simple random sample could typically
achieve under the same circumstances. We suggest that the application of the adaptively
sampled SCR method can be particularly useful when it is critical to reduce cost and effort
to meet budget or time constraints while at the same time maintaining reliable parameter
estimates.
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Chapter 2
Quantification of moose (Alces alces) population from
scat counts made by detection dogs
Introduction
Estimates of animal abundance are one of the most central components of conservation and
management of wildlife populations (Kohn et al. 1999, Efford 2004). Methods for inferring
abundance of wildlife populations must account for the fact that it is impossible to observe
all individuals perfectly (Williams et al. 2002). In general, methods for estimating animal
population density can be relative, using simple counts of sign or animals as an index of animal
density, or explicit, leveraging understanding of uncertainty in animal detection to estimate
true abundance (i.e. distance sampling, capture-mark-recapture, catch-per-unit-effort) (Seber
and Schwarz 1999).
Human observers or passive detectors (e.g. snares, live-catch traps, camera traps) are routinely
used in ecological surveys, while the use of trained detection dogs in ecological surveys is
relatively recent. Use of detection dogs began only in the 1990s with increasing attention due
to the high efficiency of dogs detecting target species, high accuracy in species differentiation,
and obviating the need for attractants such as scent lures (Long et al. 2007). Trained
detection dogs have the ability to detect odors up to 400 m under optimal conditions, and the
method is independent of visual identification of scats which has been documented to confuse
human researchers (Wasser et al. 2004). Detection dogs have near-perfect accuracy in locating
scats of the species of concern among non-target species; Smith et al. (2003) demonstrate
100% accuracy of their trained dogs in encountering 329 kit fox (Vulpes macrotis mutica)
scats among coyote (Canis latrans), striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis), and American badger
(Taxidea taxus) scats. Long et al. (2007) demonstrated that detection success of trained dogs
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was minimally affected by factors including wind, precipitation, temperature, topography,
and openness of the site in the forests of Vermont, but these factors have been shown to affect
dog scenting ability to some extent in the past (Wasser et al. 2004). Application of detection
dogs in ecological surveys has also increased in part due to the advent of genetic identification
of individuals from scat, enabling application of capture-recapture methodologies (Smith et
al. 2003, Wasser et al. 2004, Sutherland et al. 2018).
Capture-recapture abundance estimation frameworks typically obtain information regarding
imperfect detection through replicated observations of individuals, and so explicit knowledge
of individual identity is central (but see Chandler and Royle (2013)). With scat surveys,
identification of the individual is possible using DNA left on the surface of the scat from the
epithelial lining of the lower intestine. However, individual identity is not always attainable or
affordable, and methods for analysis of pellet survey data are available to estimate abundance
in the absence of individual identity.
Distance sampling is routinely used for abundance estimation in the context of pellet surveys,
which accounts for detection error through application of protocols to induce structured
variation in detection probability that can be modeled explicitly (Buckland et al. 1993,
Marques et al. 2001). Usually, distance sampling is performed by human observers making
observations along a transect, assuming that detection decreases with distance away from the
center line. In contrast, detection dog searches are to some extent guided by the dog handler,
enabling focused searches of specific areas or directed searches along a transect, but each
dog and handler combination has a unique searching pattern that is not easily restricted by
protocol. In addition, unlike human visual detection, detection of a target (e.g. scat of a
particular species) by a dog is rarely a binary event with an associated ‘distance of detection’
upon acquisition of the target; detection dogs instead gain information slowly over time
regarding the presence and location of a target, subject to wind patterns and scent within the
environment, culminating in confirmation of the target once it navigates close enough and
signals the handler. This process is not readily modeled in a distance sampling framework.
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Additionally, it is important to account for bias induced by observation of scats that were
not deposited during the survey. This can be accomplished by modeling scat decay rate,
or by clearing plots or transects of pre-existing scats before sampling. Jenkins and Manly
(2008) provide a method that clears portions of transects in order to model surplus scats not
belonging to the time frame of the survey. However, it can be difficult or impossible to clear
scats at a broad scale, and modeling decay rate involves tracking marked scats through time,
which may be intractable with very slow decay rates or high spatial variation in decay rates.
In this paper, we develop a method that estimates population size by quantifying initial scat
deposition separately from daily accumulation rates of scat during the survey, allowing for
the relatively unstructured search patterns of detection dogs when accounting for imperfect
detection. We apply the method to a survey of moose in New York during 2016. Detection dogs
searched for moose scat along transects under a spatial capture-recapture methodology. Lack
of amplification prevented us from using capture-recapture methods to estimate abundance,
requiring the development of new methodology for estimation of population size from scat
sampled by dogs.
Model development
Let s ∈ 1, 2, ..., S be an index representing unique transects traversed by dogs. We overlay
upon each transect a grid with cells of dimension 50m x 50m, enveloping all recorded dog
GPS track points, and index all of the unique grid cells traversed by the dogs at any time
by g ∈ 1, 2, ..., G. A grid cell is considered ‘visited’ if there is at least one GPS track point
within the cell. Note that g is not indexed by s in any explicit manner, as g represents an
identifier rather than a site-referenced index.
The dogs sample sites on primary sample occasions, indexed by vs ∈ 1, 2, ..., Vs. There were
no more than 4 total visits to any given site in 2016 (i.e. arg max(Vs)S1 = 4). On an occasion
v, in each grid cell g, the dogs make a known number of replicate observations rg ∈ 1, 2, ..., Rg.
The number of observations rg > 1 when the dog doubles back on its path to enter a grid cell
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more than once during the same occasion v. For simplicity, we refer to arg max(Vs)S1 as Vmax
and arg max(Rs)S1 as Rmax. This structure resembles the robust design sensu Pollock (1991),
in which marked animals are surveyed on primary sample occasions informing population
dynamics parameters, as well as secondary sample occasions within the primary ones to
inform detection probability (Figure 2.1).
Let λg be the expectation of the initial deposition of scat ∆g,0 in any particular grid cell
before the first visit to site s. For the purpose of our analysis, we take the initial deposition
as having occurred instantaneously on June 1, 2016, which is the date at which the first
transect was visited that year. We model the abundance of initial deposition as:
∆g,0 ∼ Poisson(λg)
λg = exp(β ∗X)
(2.1)
where, β represents a vector of regression coefficients, and X is the design matrix of an
intercept and potential covariates.
Let θg be the daily rate of scat pile deposition per grid cell between visits to each site. The
total accumulation in the interim between sample occasions is modeled as a Poisson random
variable:
∆g,t ∼ Poisson(θg ∗ dg,t)
θg = exp(βθ ∗Xθ)
(2.2)
where dg,t is days during interim t for cell g between visit v and v + 1, where v = t. That is
to say, if v = t = 1, then the occasion referenced by v = 1 is the initial deposition period, dg,1
represents the days between the initial deposition (v = 1) and the first visit to site s (v = 2),
and thus additional accumulation ∆g,1 = θg ∗ dg,1 depends upon the length of time between
v = 1 and v = 2. In this way, the dimension of dg,t is G× (Vmax − 1).
If a grid cell has only one visit for the duration of the survey, then the vector dg,t consists of the
days between June 1 and the first visit to the site represented in dg,1, and 0’s proceeding for
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all 1 < t < Vmax−1. In this way, we constrain accumulation to be 0 after our last observation,
because modeling these values is of no consequence to estimation of the parameters since
there is no information about scat quantity after the final visit. Note that dg,t is identical for
all cells g that belong to a particular site s, whether or not the cell was visited on a particular
visit v, since we are modeling accumulation of scat independent of our activity.
Let yg,v,r be the count of scat collected within any particular grid cell g on occasion v and
replicate r. Note that yg,v,r = 0 in two scenarios - when the grid cell was visited and no scat
are found, or when the grid cell was not visited. We model the observations of counts of scat
(and separate these two interpretations of y = 0) as independent Binomial trials:
yg,v,r ∼ Binomial(Ng,v,r, pg,v,r)
pg,v,r = p0 ∗ visg,v,r
(2.3)
In the simplest case, we treat the probability of detection as homogeneous across all g, v,
and r. If covariates on detection were desired, a logit link would be applied to p;
pg,v,r =
exp(βp ∗Xp)
exp(βp ∗Xp) + 1 ∗ visg,v,r (2.4)
In the above equations for p, we multiply p by visg,v,r, an array of dimension G×Vmax×Rmax.
This array is filled with binary indicators for visitation of a particular grid cell g on sample
visit v, in the rth replicate, with visg,v,r = 1 having made a visit, and visg,v,r = 0 having not –
call this array the visit array.
This visit array is important in that it constrains the probability of detecting scat to be 0
when there was no dog track within a grid cell g in a particular visit to site s on occasion v. If
the site was visited fewer than 4 times (i.e. vmax < Vmax), the visit array constrains detection
probability to be 0 on visits v > vmax. This allows us to maintain consistent dimensions
for the matrices for y, d, ∆, p, and N, which is convenient for computational reasons (see
below).
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The number of successes Ng,v,r in the Binomial trial in Equation 2.3 represents the quantity
of scat in cell g on sample occasion v in replicate r available to be observed. It is modeled
as deterministically dependent upon removals y, and stochastically dependent upon the
accumulation ∆ in the following relationship:
Ng,v,r|v=1 = ∆g,0
Ng,v,r|v>1,r=1 = Ng,v−1,Rmax − yg,v−1,Rmax + ∆g,v−1
Ng,v,r|v>1,r>1 = Ng,v,r−1 − yg,v,r−1
(2.5)
During v = 1, Ng,1,r is the realization of ∆g,0 according to Equation 2.1, for all r, because
there were no removals during this initial deposition period. During the first visit to a grid
cell g in occasion v = 2, Ng,2,1 is the initial abundance minus the collections made in the
initial deposition period (which is always 0), plus the daily accumulation that was generated
according to Equation 2.2. If there is any replication of observation of grid cell g (i.e. r > 1),
then Ng,v,r is whatever was available in the previous replicate r − 1 less any collections made
during that replicate. The mechanism of this model for the available scat N omits possible
degradation of the scats, which we assume to be negligible over the course of the survey (91
days).
Estimation of the per-cell daily deposition rate θg is the central component by which we
make inference regarding density of moose. We obtain information about θg from sites with
repeated visits, but also from those with just a single visit due to the inclusion of elapsed
time since June 1. The temporal lag between the first visit to a site and the first visit to
another site later in the season provides additional accumulation, in theory, that should be
evident in the expectation of collections made from those sites. We do not use an estimate
of the total abundance of scat piles over the course of the survey to estimate moose density
because we cannot assume knowledge of the deposition period and degradation rate of scats
leading up to the initial deposition, which is necessary to infer the number of individuals
using the areas.
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Figure 2.1: Displayed is the mechanism for the latent population model, and observations across
visits v and replicates r, in the context of five grid cells.
Having obtained an estimate θˆg, an estimator for moose density is:
Dˆg =
θˆg
Ag ∗ δ (2.6)
where, δ represents daily per-capita defecation rate, and Ag is the area of a single grid cell.
The value for δ was drawn from literature sources observing captive and free-ranging moose
(Miquelle 1983, Joyal and Richard 1986, MacCracken and Ballenberge 1987). Because δ
is unknown to us apart from values in the literature, we used a parametric bootstrap to
incorporate the uncertainty regarding the population per-capita daily defecation rate, fitting
the sample means described in the literature to a gamma distribution to obtain a distribution
of δ. This estimator is advantageous in that the estimate for moose density applies only to
the period within the confines of the survey, from June 1 to the last visit of the last site s,
and it is be modeled independently of the state of the population leading up to the survey
that left the initial deposition ∆g,0.
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We used a Bayesian estimation framework. The joint distribution of the data is:
G∏
g
Vg∏
v
Rg∏
r
[yg,v,r|pg,v,r, Ng,v,r][Ng,v,r|∆g,0,∆g,t][∆g,0|λg][∆g,t|θg,t]
according to the equations developed previously, and thus the posterior distribution is
proportional to:
G∏
g
Vg∏
v
Rg∏
r
[yg,v,r|pg,v,r, Ng,v,r][Ng,v,r|∆g,0,∆g,t][∆g,0|λg][∆g,t|θg,t]× [λg][θg][p0] (2.7)
We used uninfomative prior distributions for the parameters. For p0 we used
p0 ∼ Uniform(0, 1). For the expected initial deposition rate λg and daily deposition rate θg
we used λg, θg ∼ exp(Uniform(−20, 5)). We used the normal prior Normal(µ = 0, σ = 100)
for all regression coefficients.
We analyzed the model using JAGS (Plummer 2017) called from R (R Core Team 2017).
JAGS was allowed to adapt for ten-thousand iterations, and then the autojags function was
implemented to proceed ad infinitum until convergence was deemed sufficient, or as long as
possible. In all models there were an excess of 68,000 samples from the posterior distribution.
Application
In the Adirondack Park of New York State, surveys were performed using detection dogs
between June 1 and August 31, 2016. We employed the detection dog training company
Conservation Canines who supplied five dogs and three handlers. The dog breeds were a mix
of Australian cattle dogs, Labrador retrievers, and other mixed breeds, and they were trained
using scats collected from Adirondack moose.
Dogs searched 3 km triangular transects, discarding all scat encountered on the first visit,
and collecting samples on all subsequent visits. Dogs searched off-leash, guided by the
accompanying handler following the flagged transect line. Eighty-seven transects were visited
in 2016, which were arranged by random cluster sampling (see Appendix A for details of
transect siting). Primary cluster centers were distributed randomly across the Adirondacks,
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and two sub-cluster centers were generated approximately 10 km apart from each other.
Each sub-cluster was composed of three transects separated by approximately 4 km apart on
average, and no closer than 1 km. It was ensured that each transect was accessible by road
such that each cluster could be sampled in a day, for the purpose of efficiency. This design
was intended to maximize the variation in distance between observations of individuals, to
optimize inference into spatial capture-recapture parameters. The GPS location of each scat
encounter was recorded, as well as the GPS locations of the dogs’ movements at roughly 1
second intervals. A total of 872 scats were encountered.
Upon parameters λ and θ, we applied spatially continuous covariates including UTM northing,
elevation, highway density, and minor road density (see Appendix B for details on covariates).
We also modeled categorical effects of habitat, with categories of coniferous, deciduous, mixed,
and wetland habitats. The covariates were resampled on a grid with a resolution of 1000
meters. We predict that moose density will be positively related to northing and elevation,
and negatively related to highway and minor road density. We make no hypotheses regarding
the relative direction of the categorical habitat covariates (Appendix B).
For detection probability p, we assessed the effect of track length within a searched grid cell,
assuming that detection would increase with increasing length of the track within the cell.
This may be important to account for, because a grid cell is considered to be fully observed
given the inclusion of a single GPS point within it (see Figure 2.1); this assumption is made
more reasonable by including the length of the track in the grid cell as a covariate.
All continuous covariates were scaled and centered for this analysis, and were masked by
a polygon layer approximately 1700 km2 expected to have no moose occurrence (i.e. open
water or hamlets/large human settlements, as defined by the Adirondack Park Agency Land
Classification dataset).
We used the estimator for moose density given by Eqn. 2.6, evaluating θg at each grid cell
according to the relationship specified in Eqn. 2.2. While it is theoretically possible to assess
combinations of these covariates on λ and θ separately, the number of coefficients to be
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estimated drastically increased the time of analysis to an impractical point. It was decided
that λ and θ would share the covariate coefficients to minimize the parameters estimated;
this is reasonable because it was observed that the scat count during the initial visit was
highly indicative of subsequent collections, so it follows that initial deposition λ should reflect
similar relationships with the covariates as the subsequent daily accumulation rate θ.
We evaluated the models under four covariate configurations:
1. Null Model: The null model without any covariate effects
2. Distance covariate model: A model with only the track distance covariate on the
detection parameter p.
3. Human deterrence model: A model with northing, elevation, highway density, and road
density on process parameters, and track distance covariate on the detection parameter.
4. Habitat model: A model with northing, elevation, and habitat on process parameters,
and track distance covariate on the detection parameter
Results
The process and observation parameters had some difficulty converging (assessed using
Gelman-Rubin (G-R) statistic and G-R diagnostic plot) in most models, attaining G-R
statistic values of ≤ 1.3. However, across large variation in starting values, the parameter
estimates reliably returned to consistent point estimates. Agreement between the models
regarding moose abundance provided additional confidence that the samples were drawn
from the true posterior, albeit with autocorrelation in the sample draws, reducing effective
sample size of the MCMC posterior samples. In contrast, the continuous covariate coefficients
converged quickly with Gelman-Rubin statistics equal to 1.0 in all models including them.
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate the parameter estimates with credible intervals, and the direction
of covariate relationships with deposition rate θ in the case of the covariate coefficients in
Figure 2.3.
Our sampling was not representative of the full population distribution of elevation (Appendix
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Figure 2.2: Process & observation parameter estimates. The bars shown are 95% credible intervals.
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C), and so the elevation values in the High Peaks montane region of the park likely does not
reflect the same relationship with moose density as measured in our sampling. Therefore, we
performed the prediction omitting values above the top 99% of elevation, acknowledging the
insufficient representation of elevation within our model. Prediction across the full elevational
gradient and other methods of prediction are discussed in Appendix C.
Estimates of moose density are provided in Table 2.1 for each of the models and treatments of
elevation. The confidence limits are derived from application of the upper and lower bounds
of the 95% credible interval of the estimate for θ in predicting abundance. The bootstrapped
upper and lower bounds are derived from evaluating the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of the
bootstrapped defecation rate applied with the 95% credible limits for theta, respectively, to
calculate moose abundance, through Equation 2.6.
Table 2.1: Estimation of moose abundance within the Adirondack Park, sampled with detection
dogs between June 1 and August 31, 2016. The null model contains no covariate effects on process
or detection parameters. The distance model contains an effect of track length within a grid cell on
detection parameter p. The human model contains landscape effects of northing, elevation, highway
density, and minor road density on process paramters, and track length on the detection parameter.
The habitat model contains landscape effects of northing, elevation, and habitat (categorical) on
process paramters, and track length on the detection parameter.
Model Mean Lower CI Upper CI Lower CI bootstrap Upper CI bootstrap DIC
Null Model 549 471 629 368 850 9874
Distance Model 701 618 793 480 1074 98728
Human model 740 593 964 431 1412 75833
Habitat model 631 425 979 309 1435 323783
Discussion
We developed a method to estimate abundance from index observations that does not rely on
individual identity. This method can replace capture-recapture surveys, saving the time and
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cost of marking animals or performing genetic analyses. The method is also less restrictive in
protocol than distance sampling, enabling surveys of large transects on the order of kilometers,
and the use of detection dogs to increase rate of detection.
Ordinarily, several sources of bias inhibit estimation of abundance from scat; it is important
to correct for bias from the detection process, and from scats within the survey area that
existed prior to the survey. Correction of the second source of bias has seen relatively little
attention, but it is key to estimating abundance; if unaccounted for, the period of observation
is effectively unknown because one cannot always distinguish between fresh scats deposited
during the survey and those that may have been pre-existing. Assuming that the period of
observation is that of the survey results in an overestimate of abundance.
A solution is to clear plots entirely upon the first visit, but this is an impossibility at large
scales, such as that of our survey. Another method is to model the decay process in order
to estimate the period to which observations of scat belong, but this requires marking
fecal groups and following their decay process and becomes intractable with greater spatial
complexity and time to decay (Laing et al. 2003, Jenkins and Manly 2008). Jenkins and
Manly (2008) use paired transect segments that were cleared or not cleared to estimate
and account for the surplus observations due to uncleared plots. Our method is similar to
this method, except our model eliminates the need to clear any plots, instead modeling the
pre-existing scats and new accumulations directly, allowing for the simplest survey protocol
of the options described here.
We applied the methodology to a study of moose in the Adirondacks of New York. The best
model, assessed by deviance information criterion (DIC), was the null model, followed by the
human deterrence model; however, the difference in DIC indicates that all other models do
not fit the data as well as the null model. For the purposes of estimating moose population
size, we use the results of the null model, and estimate that there are approximately 549
moose (95% CI: [368, 850]) in the Adirondack Park.
All of the model estimates of moose density are reasonable given previous information
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regarding the abundance of moose in New York (but see Appendix C). A concurrent study
examining moose population size using aerial surveys by the State University of New York
College of Environmental Science and Forestry has estimated comparable predictions of
abundance with a mean of approximately 394.14 moose (95% confidence limit: [297.7, 521.79])
(Frair (2017) personal communication). The difference in the estimates may be due to poor
sightability of moose within dense conifer regions with the aerial survey method, as we
observed slight or equal relative effect of conifer to the more easily observed deciduous habitat.
Previously, informal conjectures of abundance from moose sighting and moose-vehicle collision
data have given no indication that the population has exceeded 1,000 individuals between
2008 and 2010 (Hickey 2008).
Our model assumes that there is no degradation of scats, violation of which would result
in an underestimate of moose abundance. While we consider the period of the survey (3
months) short enough to meet this assumption, this model could possibly be extended to
accommodate decay of scats in the fashion of open population models such as the Jolly-Seber
model (Jolly 1965). If θ represents ‘recruitment’ of scats, then let ψ represent the ‘survival’
probability of scats. This new paramter ψ would allow modeling of degradation rate should
this be sufficiently high, eliminating potential bias from the assumption of no decay.
The detection process may depend on features of the scat, such as freshness, pile size,
morphology (pelleted versus amorphous), etc. Since we model detection at the level of
the grid cell, modeling covariates of individual scats is not possible within this framework.
Reformulating the model to accommodate covariates on the level of the scat would require
re-casting the observation process as Bernoulli trials assuming simultaneous observation of
all scats upon visitation of a grid cell. Each scat would have observation histories that are
all 0 until it is detected, as well as an explicit model to track the entrance of scat piles into
the population, perhaps using a data augmentation procedure to estimate the number of
scats that went unobserved over the course of the survey, similar to the method described by
Gardner et al. (2010) and Royle and Dorazio (2012).
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Another assumption that our model makes is the Poisson distribution for both initial deposition
of scats, as well as daily accumulation. It may be more reasonable in our model to employ a
negative binomial representation for the distribution of scat deposition to model extra-Poisson
variation, which may be necessary due to the preponderance of empty grid cells. One may
also attempt to reformulate this into a spatially-explicit model using an inhomogeneous point
process, or model intensity dependent upon a Gaussian random field in a log-Gaussian Cox
process. This would require implementation in optimized techniques such as INLA (Rue et
al. 2009) or NIMBLE (de Valpine et al. 2017).
We developed this method post-hoc, but the method could be improved through protocol.
Identification of process parameter values relies on being able to determine the rate of
detection, and this is best measured through repeated sampling of areas, as we described
in the development of the model. Deliberate and random replication of observation would
provide a more robust estimate of detection probability, since we cannot verify that grid cells
replicated in the 2016 survey were done so independent of scat presence. Linear transects
could be walked twice, once to the end and back, offering replication at all grid cells visited,
providing increased quality of data for estimating p. The model would likely benefit from less
clustering of the transects, which was a result of designing for spatial capture-recapture. Our
method is tailored to the use of detection dogs, and should be implemented with them for
two reasons. First, the assumption of full observation of a grid cell upon entering it is more
reasonable with dogs than humans, and second, the rate of detection with human observers
is likely to be far lower than the 30-50% we estimated with detection dogs.
The method described herein may serve as an effective survey method for ungulates. Unlike
aerial surveys, most environments are able to be sampled efficiently, and in multiple seasons,
but a cost analysis would need to be performed to identify the optimal pattern of employment
of aerial or dog surveys to monitor moose populations in the future. Nevertheless, this
method represents a method to obtain estimates of population size that is simple and flexible
in survey protocol, analysis, and interpretation of results.
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APPENDICES
A. Initial methodology for estimation of moose popula-
tion size: spatial capture-recapture and genetic identi-
fication via microsatellite analysis of scat
Spatial capture-recapture (SCR) is an advantageous method to use for sampling moose in
New York because it performs well with low-density, vagile species (Kéry et al. 2011, Blanc
et al. 2013, Sollmann et al. 2013), and when coupled with non-invasive genetic identification
of individuals from scat, physically capturing individuals is unnecessary (Wasser et al. 1997).
This framework is not only useful for eliciting population size, but also studying patterns in
animal resource selection, landscape connectivity, and movement (Royle et al. 2018), offering
a potentially rich source of information for addressing management concerns.
Capture-recapture methods account for bias in detection of individual animals through
repeated observations of individuals in distinct temporal occasions, assuming that the animal
is equally detectable in each occasion, or that variation in detection can be modeled using
covariates. Spatial capture recapture methodology models additional variation in detection
that is a function of distance between the point of observation and the animal’s home range
center, an unobserved variable. Detections at multiple distances are therefore important to
estimate parameters of space use (σ) within the context of SCR, as well as repeat observations
of individuals (Royle et al. 2014).
A pilot study performed by Kretser et al. (2016) in 2008 demonstrated the viability of using
detection dogs to locate fecal pellets of moose in the Adirondack region. Following this result,
in 2016 the authors contracted Conservation Canines to perform sampling for moose scat,
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determining that sampling two transects of approximately 3 km in length per day per dog
unit would be a practical upper limit. Given the time frame of the survey – from June 1
to August 31, 2016 – an upper limit of 91 transects could be visited over three sampling
occasions. An additional clearing visit was to be made to each site to eliminate pre-existing
scats to the best of the dogs’ ability.
An optimal survey design for an SCR study will provide ample data containing multiple
observations of individuals, with high spatial variance in detections. Ideal arrangements of
SCR survey units are clustered (Sun et al. 2014), and so we opted for a clustered random
survey design. The cluster spacing was determined by simulating animal activity centers
and transect survey data under varying spacing from 0 km to 10km, using a value of σ (a
parameter of space use) derived from moose GPS collar data collected in previous years by
the New York State Department of Environmnental Conservation (NYSDEC) and the State
University of New York School of Environmental Science and Forestry (SUNY ESF). This
separation distance was determined to be between 2000 - 4000m (Figure 3.1).
The Adirondack Park was gridded into 15 primary units to provide even sampling of the
park. (Figure 3.2). Site selection proceeded by stratified random cluster sampling; primary
clusters were composed of sub-clusters of three transects separated by approximately 10 km.
This was for efficiency reasons, such that the clusters could be sampled completely within
three days. The transects within each sub-cluster was separated by 2-4 km, according to the
results of the simulation study (Figure 3.3).
The transects were flagged by technicians with flagging tape prior to the arrival of the
detection dog units. A total of 68 sites were surveyed with repeat visits in the 2016 survey.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the final arrangement of transects. Conservation Canines supplied five
dogs and three handlers for the project. The dog breeds were a mix of Australian cattle
dogs, labradors, and other mixed breeds, and they were trained using scats collected from
Adirondack moose. Upon arrival to the Adirondacks, the dogs received reinforcement training
in areas known to the researchers to have a relatively high density of moose. Samples of scat
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Figure 3.1: Simulation results identifying optimal minimum separation distance of transects. Bias
in estimation of population size is lowest at approximately 2000 - 4000 meters of separation.
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Figure 3.2: The Adirondack Park was divided into 15 primary units, in which primary clusters were
sited.
were preserved by drying the pellets in paper bags using a food dehydrator. At the end of the
survey, a total of 872 scat piles were encountered, and samples were taken from 236 after the
initial clearing visit, which were sent to the United States Forest Service National Genomics
Center for Wildlife and Fish Conservation at the Rocky Mountain Research Station (RMRS;
Missoula, MT) for genetic analysis.
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Figure 3.3: Site selection methodology for surveying moose in the Adirondacks, New York. Transects
were triangular in shape and 3 km in length, placed in sub-clusters of 3. Primary clusters were
composed of two sub-clusters separated by approximately 10 km. Yellow dots represent randomly
selected candidate primary cluster centers. Sub-clusters were sited about the primary cluster center
with random angles of rotation (orange triangles), and moved slightly to optimize access (red
triangles).
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Figure 3.4: Transect locations within the Adirondack Park. Each dot represents the location of
one transect, and each sub-cluster is bounded by a box. The inlaid plot indicates the extent of the
Adirondack Park relative to the state of New York.
The use of noninvasive genetics in capture-recapture studies is effective because individuals can
be identified from polymorphic variable number of tandem repeats, typically microsatellites
(Palsboll 1999). Common microsatellites used in moose genetics have been described (Bishop
et al. 1994, Wilson et al. 1997, 2015). The RMRS used panels for the following microsatellite
loci for analysis of the scat samples sent to them: RT5, RT9, RT24, RT30, BM203, BM2830,
BM888, BM1225, BL42, FCB193, MAP2C, T156 and T193.
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The DNA was extracted using surface swabs from each pellet in each sample, according
to the procedure by Brinkman et al. (2010). The extracted DNA was then amplified
using polymerase chain reaction; ultimately, only 8% of the samples (n = 21) amplified
DNA and provided a successful genotype. In contrast, the microsatellite panels provided
complete genotypes for 10 tissue and hair samples collected from radio-collared moose in
the Adirondacks in 2016, indicating proper functioning of the microsatellite panels. Four
additional methods were attempted in order to genotype the scat samples. Phire Hot Start
II DNA Polymerase (ThermoFisher Scientific) was tested on the samples using universal
mammalian primers (amplifying the nuclear SOX21 gene), yielding no amplification among
the samples tested. Second, an inhibitor removing tablet was used in place of an inhibitor-
removing buffer, yielding no genotypes. Third, DNA was extracted instead using fine scraping
of the fecal pellet exterior instead of cotton swabs, yielding no genotyping success. Finally,
a PCR inhibitor removal kit (Zymo Research) was applied to 21 of the DNA extractions
from swabs. These included DNA extracts from swabs that had amplified alleles at 1-5 loci
(but did not amplify well enough to obtain a usable genotype, n = 12). No genotypes were
obtained.
The spatial capture-recapture methodology was applied again in a survey in 2017, implement-
ing a few key changes to the sampling, storage, and handling of scat samples. The period
of sampling was reduced from approximately 20 days between visits to a given site to 11
days, reducing environmental degradation of DNA on the scats. The scats were frozen and
shipped to the RMRS frozen with dry ice. In addition to the fecal pellets themselves, DNA
extraction using cotton swabs was performed in situ, as well as in a laboratory setting by the
field technicians. The results from the 2017 survey yielded no genotypes among a subset of
20 samples. See Appendix E for additional information regarding the 2017 field season.
Amplification of DNA under PCR reaction – particularly for scat – is sometimes subject
to low success rates due to inhibitors in the sample (Rådström et al. 2004), environmental
effects (Brinkman et al. 2010), temporal effects due to diet (Murphy et al. 2003, Maudet et al.
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2004), among other factors requiring careful preparation of the samples (Wasser et al. 1997).
Our unprecedentedly low genotyping results are hypothesized to be an effect of summer
diet (i.e. plant secondary compounds inhibiting the PCR reaction), as PCR amplification
was observed to be higher in late-winter samples (94%, n = 16, unpublished), and lower in
late-spring samples (40%, n = 10, unpublished). In addition, the survey by Kretser et al.
(2016) obtained an amplification rate of ≈ 28% amplification success with samples collected
during late spring. The lack of amplification prevented us from using capture-recapture
methods to estimate abundance, prompting development of the new methodology described
in the main article.
B. Commentary on covariate data and hypotheses
Roads have been demonstrated to be a deterrent to moose (Dussault et al. 2007, Laurian et
al. 2012, Bartzke et al. 2015), therfore we expected to observe decreasing moose density with
increasing road density. Road density was separated into highways and minor roads because
they represent distinct processes; highway density represents a mortality threat to moose,
whereas minor road density represents a proxy for human activity, both of which may deter
moose. The road kernel density estimates were calculated under default settings in ArcMap
using the tool “Kernel Density Estimate”. The road data were obtained from the 2017 TIGER
line dataset (Bureau 2017). The roads were divided into their respective categories because
they represent different landscape processes; highways represent a mortality threat, and minor
roads reflect human settlement sprawl.
Moose are adapted to cold climates and are thermally stressed in summertime temperatures
exceeding 14◦C (Renecker and Hudson 1986). Moose regulate their temperature by selecting
shaded microhabitat to avoid solar radiation (McCann 2013) and by selecting macrohabitat
types sheltered by dense conifer cover (van Beest et al. 2012, Melin et al. 2014). Additionally,
temperature decreases with increasing elevation due to environmental lapse (Geiger et al.
1995), thus our hypotheses hold that moose abundance should be positively associated with
northing and elevation. In the Adirondacks, the range of elevation is approximately 30m to
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Figure 3.5: Selected covariates within the Adirondack Park, New York. The covariates were
resampled from their original resolution to cells of 1000 m2. The empty areas within the park
represent the areas removed from prediction, where moose are expected not to occur, an area of
1700 km2.
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approximately 1600m, with a shift to boreal habitats at higher elevations (Figure 3.6). The
elevation data was obtained from the National Elevation Dataset (Survey 2017). Easting as
a covariate was not assessed in order to reduce the parameter space, and particularly because
there was no hypothesized relationship between moose density and easting to our knowledge.
The relationship between habitat composition and moose is complex, with several factors
affecting selection of habitat. Deciduous trees, particularly regenerating stands, provide
the most nutritional forage for moose during the growing season, but moose may obtain
approximately a quarter of their forage from aquatic vegetation during the summer months
(Peek et al. 1976, Timmermann and McNicol 1988, Street et al. 2015); in contrast, conifer
forests offer relatively poor forage quality in summer months. Yet, dense conifer cover and
wetland features are important features in managing thermal stress, so we deemed inclusion of
habitat variables important, but do not make any hypotheses regarding the relative direction
of particular coefficients as compared to other habitat categories. Habitat was derived from
The Nature Conservancy’s Terrestrial Habitat Map of the northeastern U.S.A. and Atlantic
Canada (Feree and Anderson 2013), and reclassified into the four categories described above.
Within the Adirondacks, conifer composes approximately 10% conifer cover, 56% deciduous
cover, 8% mixed forest cover, 14% wetland cover, and 12% hamlet, open water, and other
incidental categories that were not included as categorical covariate levels due to their low
composition of < 1% of Adirondack habitats.
The spatial distribution of abundance provided by the model with continuous spatial covariates
(Figure 3.7) identifies the areas known to local researchers anecdotally to have relatively
high densities of moose; for example, the Lyon Mountain area to the north, the Moose River
Plains area slightly west of center, and West Canada Lakes Wilderness area just south of
the center of the park. Despite having only literature information regarding per-capita daily
defecation rate, the full confidence limits among all of the values (excepting the full-range
elevation predictions) extends from approximately 300 moose to 1435 moose. Accounting for
the additional uncertainty surrounding individual defecation rate, we can state that at the
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Figure 3.6: Displayed are the habitat macrogroups of the Adirondacks along the elevational axis, as
defined by The Nature Conservancy Terrestrial Habitat Map. The transition between boreal forest
and deciduous forest begins at approximately 800m in elevation.
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very least that the population of moose has not increased significantly above its appraisal in
recent years.
The direction of the regression coefficients aligned with our hypothesis predictions, observing a
positive relationship of moose density with northing and elevation, and a negative relationship
with highway and minor road density. The habitat coefficient estimates suggest that there
is largely no effect of forest type relative to deciduous forest, apart from the insignificantly
positive effect of conifer cover. This suggests that there is no apparent difference in the time
moose spend between hardwood, softwood, and mixed forest, such that the expected rate of
scat accumulation between them is approximately equal. In contrast, wetland habitat was
predicted to have a positive effect on moose density greater than the deciduous category,
supporting existing knowledge regarding the importance of wetland availability to moose
habitat quality.
The covariate relationships with moose density suggest that thermal refuge plays a key
role in the distribution of moose in the Adirondacks. Increasing northing and elevation
provide reduced temperatures for a species already at the southern extent of its range, and a
greater selection of wetland habitat and conifer habitat with respect to deciduous habitat
may indicate moose respond to elevated summer temperatures by seeking out these habitats,
potentially at the cost of optimal foraging habitat.
C. Limitations of sampling across the elevational gradi-
ent
As shown in Figure 3.8, the sampling distribution of elevation does not cover the range of
the population distribution. We perform prediction of moose abundance in three scenarios:
1. A prediction at all elevations.
2. A prediction omitting values above the top 99% of elevation, acknowledging the
insufficient representation of elevation within our model.
3. A prediction imputing a mean elevation above the top 99% of elevation, making the
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Figure 3.7: Spatial distribution of abundance of moose, using the Human deterrence model and the
Habitat model, removing the 0.99%-ile of elevation. Given the area of the grid cells, the cell values
also represent density per 1000 m2.
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Figure 3.8: Sampled distribution of elevation versus the distribution of elevation within the
Adirondacks. Elevations above 800m were unsampled, and thus not represented in our dataset.
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assumption that it is an average amount and not representing the estimated relationship
between elevation and density.
Figure 3.9 illustrates the elevation covariate under these three contexts described. In all three
cases, 99% of the predictions are identical, and the difference exists in the remaining 1% of
the grid cells at the highest elevations; above 996.78 meters in this case. All of the other
covariates were sampled in proportion to their population values.
Table 3.1 contains the prediction for each scenario. There is only a trivial difference between
omission of high-elevation regions and imputation of the mean elevation value. However, the
estimates obtained from prediction across the full range of elevation values is suspect because
it implies there are 674 moose at high elevations, an area that is 222 km2 and composing just
1% of the park. We believe that the estimates simply reflect the lack of data above 800m in
elevation. Thus we give more weight to the predictions across the trimmed elevation range
that do not consider the highest values because the area is small enough to ignore and the
alpine habitat at those elevations is not likely to be of high quality to moose.
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Figure 3.9: Elevations at high values were either retained, removed, or imputed with the mean
elevation value for the purpose of acknowledging the limitations of the sample data in predicting
beyond its range.
Table 3.1: Estimation of moose abundance within the Adirondack Park, including calculation over
the full elevation gradient, and with the mean imputed above the 99%-ile.
Model Mean
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
Lower CI
(bootstrap)
Upper CI
(bootstrap)
DIC
Null : Full Elevation 554 475 635 372 858 9874
Null : Trimmed Elevation 549 471 629 368 850 9874
Distance : Full Elevation 708 624 801 486 1088 98728
Distance : Trimmed Elevation 701 618 793 480 1074 98728
Human model : Full Elevation 1414 930 2337 675 3433 75833
Human model : Trimmed Elevation 740 593 964 431 1412 75833
Human model : Imputed Elevation 752 605 975 439 1427 75833
Habitat model : Full Elevation 1086 589 2257 428 3316 361841
Habitat model : Trimmed Elevation 631 425 979 309 1435 361841
Habitat model : Imputed Elevation 639 429 996 311 1462 361841
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D. JAGS model code
The code displayed below is for the full model, having shared regression coefficients between
λ and θ. All other models can be obtained from this by eliminating unwanted covariates
from the code. Note that all of the levels of the categorical habitat covariate are included,
opting instead to constrain the category of ‘deciduous’ to be the reference category, instead
of eliminating it from the code.
# Priors
p00 ~ dunif(0,1)
pInt = log(p00/(1-p00)) # Intercept for p on logit scale
theta00 ~ dunif(-20,5) #prior for theta intercept
lambda0 ~ dunif(-20,5) #prior for lambda intercept
# Priors for landscape fixed effects
beta_hab_softwood ~ dnorm(0,0.01) # prior for habitat effect
beta_hab_hardwood = 0 # prior for habitat effect, made to be reference
beta_hab_wetland ~ dnorm(0,0.01) # prior for habitat effect
beta_hab_mixed ~ dnorm(0,0.01) # prior for habitat effect
beta_elev ~ dnorm(0,0.01) # prior for elevation effect
beta_highway ~ dnorm(0,0.01) # prior for highway effect
beta_minor_road ~ dnorm(0,0.01) # prior for an index of human effect, local road density
beta_northing ~ dnorm(0,0.01) # prior for northing effect
beta_easting ~ dnorm(0,0.01) # prior for easting effect
# Priors for detection fixed effects
beta_detect_dist ~ dnorm(0,0.01) # prior for distance effect
for(i in 1:nSites){
# Model for deposition
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# Initial deposition.
N1[i] ~ dpois(lambda[i])
# Linear model for lambda.
lambda[i] = exp(lambda0 * gridCovariates[i,1] +
beta_northing * gridCovariates[i,2] +
beta_easting * gridCovariates[i,3] +
beta_elev * gridCovariates[i,4] +
beta_highway * gridCovariates[i,5] +
beta_minor_road * gridCovariates[i,6] +
beta_hab_softwood * gridCovariates[i,7] +
beta_hab_hardwood * gridCovariates[i,8] +
beta_hab_mixed * gridCovariates[i,9] +
beta_hab_wetland * gridCovariates[i,10]
)
# Initial deposition of scats.
for(v in 1:maxV){
N[i,1,v] = N1[i]
}
# Deposition between time 0 and first visit is found in days[i,1]
for(t in 1:(maxT - 1)){
R[i,t] ~ dpois(theta[i]*days[i,t])
}
# Linear model for theta.
theta[i] = exp(theta00 * gridCovariates[i,1] +
beta_northing * gridCovariates[i,2] +
beta_easting * gridCovariates[i,3] +
beta_elev * gridCovariates[i,4] +
beta_highway * gridCovariates[i,5] +
beta_minor_road * gridCovariates[i,6] +
beta_hab_softwood * gridCovariates[i,7] +
beta_hab_hardwood * gridCovariates[i,8] +
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beta_hab_mixed * gridCovariates[i,9] +
beta_hab_wetland * gridCovariates[i,10]
)
# Mechanism for scat removals/deposition
for(t in 2:maxT){
N[i,t,1] = N[i,t-1,maxV] - y[i,t-1,maxV] + R[i,t-1]
for(v in 2:maxV){
N[i,t,v] = N[i,t,v-1] - y[i,t,v-1]
}
}
# Observation likelihood.
for(t in 2:maxT){
for(v in 1:maxV){
# Covariates on detection
logit(p0[i,t,v]) = pInt + Dcov[i,t-1,v]*beta_detect_dist
p[i,t,v] = p0[i,t,v] * vis[i,t,v]
y[i,t,v] ~ dbin(p[i,t,v], N[i,t,v])
}
}
}
E: Methodology for adaptive SCR survey of moose in
the Adirondacks, NY, 2017
The adaptive SCR method developed in the main article was applied to a survey of the moose
population of the Adirondack Park, New York, in 2017. The authors contracted Conservation
Canines to perform sampling for moose scat, who sent five detection dogs and three dog
handlers to perform the work. The survey began on June 6 2017, and ended on August 31,
2017. Prior to the arrival of the detection dog crews, each transect was flagged to provide
guidance to the handlers.
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Transect locations were retained from the previous year (2016) if scats were found on the
transect that year; a total of 32 sites were retained from 2016. A simple random sample
of new locations were generated as cluster centers for new sites. These new clusters were
composed of four transects sited within the immediate area of the cluster center, with a
minimum separation of approximately 2-4 km apart from the nearest neighbor. A total of 47
new transects were sited resulting in 73 transects visited in the primary sampling phase in
2017.
Figure 3.10: Transect locations within the Adirondack Park for the 2017 survey. Each dot represents
the location of one transect, and each cluster of transects is bounded by a box. The inlaid plot
indicates the extent of the Adirondack Park relative to the state of New York.
Every site was visited in the primary sampling phase to quantify the index variable – the
count of scats initially found on the transect – as well as to remove as many scats as possible
that existed prior to the survey. If the site had one or more scats removed from the transect in
the primary phase, it was selected for re-visitation in the secondary sampling phase, making
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five return visits to sample for moose scats. Thirty-nine sites had clearing counts greater
than 0, and were sampled repeatedly for the remainder of the survey.
A total of 2041 scats were encountered, of which samples were taken from 1081 (the other
scats were removed from the transect during the primary sampling phase). DNA extraction
was performed in situ using cotton swabs, as well as immediately after returning home from
collection in a laboratory setting. The pellets were kept frozen until their analysis by the
United States Forest Service National Genomics Center for Wildlife and Fish Conservation at
the Rocky Mountain Research Station (RMRS; Missoula, MT), having been shipped frozen
on dry ice. The cotton swabs were kept dry in coin envelopes and also shipped to the RMRS.
Analysis was completed on December 8, 2017.
A subsample of 20 scats collected during this survey were tested by the RMRS for genetic
amplification by PCR. For each sample, five DNA extractions were tested with the following
methods: single-pellet DNA extraction, DNA extraction from in situ field swabs, swab of
pellet using cotton soaked with Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution, and a swab using a
cotton swab after soaking the pellet in PBS. All DNA extracts (n = 139) were tested using the
following panel of microsatellite markers: RT5, RT9, RT24, RT30, BM203, BM2830, BM888,
BM1225, BL42, FCB193, MAP2C, T156 and T193. There were no successful genotypes
among the samples tested, and poor PCR amplicons from 14 extractions insufficient to
provide a genotype.
After this result, the analysis of the remaining scat samples were halted, and we began
development of the methodology described in Chapter 2.
F. Management implications of research
Successful management of the moose population in New York depends upon accurate moni-
toring over time. In my thesis, I provide two methodological advances that may be used with
low-density species by which population is estimated by spatial capture-recapture (Chapter
1: Adaptive sampling for spatial capture-recapture), or with moose or other species by scat
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surveys (Chapter 2: Quantification of moose (Alces alces) population from scat counts made
by detection dogs).
Moose populations in Vermont and New Hampshire have experienced declines in abundance
in recent years primarily due to severe infestation of ectoparasitic winter ticks (Dermacentor
albipictus), and to a lesser extent infection by endoparasitic brain worm (Parelaphostrongylus
tenuis) and liver fluke (Fascioloides magna) (Lankester 2010, Musante et al. 2010, Jones et
al. 2017, Timmermann and Rodgers 2017). These infections appear to be made worse with
warmer winters, which increases parasite survivorship (Murray et al. 2006). As moose are
already at the southern extent of their range, climate change has the potential to reduce
moose population size through mortality from a combination of parasite infection and heat
stress. Moose in New York have not yet experienced the prevalence or intensity of infection
of winter tick as neighboring states; it is surmised that moose densities are too low to enable
epizootic events, as moose die-offs have been observed when populations exceed densities of
approximately 3 moose per km2 (Samuel 2007, Lankester 2010). Monitoring increases in the
moose population may be critical in identifying potential epizootic centers should winter tick
prevalence increase in the future.
Brain worm and liver fluke infection prevalence are driven by white-tailed deer (Odocoileus
virginianus) density (Pybus 2001, Lankester 2010), and since moose are aberrant hosts, they
are independent of moose density. Moose monitoring surveys utilizing the enhanced scat
survey method developed in the main article can at the same time, and with little marginal
cost, assess concurrent deer population densities under the same protocol, although the
relatively immense number of deer fecal groups will preclude the use of detection dogs and
warrant potential restriction of survey units. Unlike distance sampling, the minimum data to
be collected is a spatial location, so the spatial scale of observation may be widely expanded
due to the gained efficiency in the simpler data collection. Nevertheless, it would be beneficial
to collect deer samples for parasite assessment. Including these data in moose monitoring
surveys can help evaluate if the cause of future declines is due to apparent competition with
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white-tailed deer.
Changing climate conditions have additional effects on moose that may alter their population
patterns. Winters have been becoming warmer in the northeastern U.S.A., coinciding with a
reduction in snowpack that will allow moose to access more forage resources in the winter
than previously (Hayhoe et al. 2007, Christenson et al. 2008). However, thermal stress may
cause moose to lose mass and reduce foraging during hot summers (Renecker and Hudson
1986, Rodenhouse et al. 2009), and cause a change in habitat selection (van Beest et al.
2012, Melin et al. 2014). The model developed accommodates spatial covariates easily for
the purposes of testing hypotheses related to spatial changes in climate or identification of
shifting patterns in selection of habitat for effective management of moose resources.
Early detection of moose population changes in New York will require a simple, inexpensive
method for population assessment that can be used frequently, which the enhanced scat
surveys of the second chapter provide. At a minimum, there is no collection of samples, and
no genetic analyses to perform, providing excellent cost efficiency in obtaining a population
estimate. The survey may be implemented in any season and in any environment where
scat may accumulate, as it is unrestricted from assumptions of seasonal movement patterns
of moose, and not inhibited by visual obstruction of the targets. There is no need to clear
transects or plots, and so the theoretical minimum number of visits to any particular survey
units is one, but estimation of scat accumulation rates are much improved with two or more
visits. We emphasize the use of detection dog units because datasets are liable to be too sparse
under human observation at current scat densities, and the assumptions of the observation
model do not fit with the human observation process – this is better represented through
distance sampling.
The method should be improved through protocol. Identification of process parameter values
relies on being able to determine the rate of detection, and this is best measured through
repeated sampling of areas, as we described in the development of the model. Deliberate
and random replication of observation would provide a more robust estimate of detection
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probability, since we cannot verify that grid cells replicated in the 2016 survey were done so
independent of scat presence. We recommend linear transects that are walked twice, once to
the end and back, offering replication at all grid cells visited, providing increased quality of
data for estimating p. With regards to spatial design, the model does not necessarily benefit
from clustering of the transects, which was a result of designing for spatial capture-recapture,
but survey efficiency is greater when there are two transects together, such that the observers
minimize travel time between transects. The transect siting should have an emphasis on
sampling the gradient of covariates in a representative fashion. We recommend a stratified
random sample for placing pairs of transects.
G. Distribution of replicated observations
A simulation study was performed to asses the ability of the model in Chapter 2 to estimate
model parameters – this study led to the application of the model to the 2016 moose data.
A key result of the study was that a minimum of approximately 25% of grid cells required
replicate observations, two times or more. In Table 3.2, we show that the distribution of
the dogs’ observations of grid cells fulfills this requirement for adequate estimation of model
parameters – we replicated observation of grid cells twice or more in 37% of grid cells, within
any occasion v.
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Table 3.2: Frequency of replication of observation of grid cells. The majority of grid cells were
observed only a single time during any occasion v. Approximately 37% of grid cells were observed
twice or more. Replication of approximately 6 or greater is likely an artifact of GPS error, or during
rest periods when the handler would play with the dogs, involving back-and-forth movement that
could produce high replicated observations.
Grid cell replication Frequency
1 15092
2 5216
3 1948
4 860
5 403
6 190
7 114
8 71
9 38
10 13
11 12
12 12
13 10
14 6
15 4
16 1
17 1
18 1
19 1
20 1
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